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Several phenomena of interest in ship hydrodynamics involve the presence of time-varying air cavities in the water flow. Two
of the most well known, with important practical consequences, are the erosion of propeller blades and the noise. The former is
connected with propellers working near the air-water interface and, in particular, to the formation of air cavities during cavitation
events. It is caused by the propeller interaction with the air-water two-phase fluid and represents a danger for the success of
the vessel operations. The latter is connected with entrapment of air cavities during breaking and fragmentation of the air-water
interface. It is a consequence of the collapse of such bubbles evolving in the surrounding water and its major relevance is
in military context. Cavitating bubbles are characterized by a uniform interior pressure equal to the vapor pressure. Instead,
entrapped cavities have in principle a non uniform pressure. However, in many practical cases their inner pressure can be
approximated as uniform with value generally time dependent, in particular compressibility may matter. Assuming a uniform
pressure in the cavity means that the effect of the interior air flow on the surrounding water and structures is neglected.

The importance of air cavities entrapped during free-surface breaking has been investigated numerically by Colagrossi and
Landrini (2003) in connection with the problem of a dam breaking followed by a water-wall impact. When the air was modeled
inside a cavity entrapped after a wave breaking event, the pressure in the surrounding water and along the close structures
changed substantially with respect to the case of a single-phase (water) simulation. Very high loads on breakwaters interacting
with breaking waves were documented by Peregrine and Thaus (1996) and by Peregrine (2003) and explained through the
compressibility of the cavities formed during the wave-structure impacts. The mentioned studies are of interest for sloshing and
green-water events because the latter may involve liquid-liquid and liquid-structure impacts and so breaking of the gas-liquid
interface and entrapment of cavities. In the context of water shipping, for instance, air entrainment was clearly observed during
two- and three-dimensional model tests (see i.e. Greco et al. 2004 and Barcellona et al. 2003) and caused by water-vessel
impacts and by air-water interface breaking.

Present study is a contribution to the investigation of air-cushion effects in ship-hydrodynamic problems. It represents the
further development of the work by Colicchio and Greco (2006), with respect to which it models the splitting of a cavity in smaller
ones and the merging of neighbor cavities into a single one. Numerical investigations of such phenomena were performed for
instance by Caboussat et al. (2005) in connection with the filling of channels and by Rungsiyaphornat et al. (2003) in the case
of underwater explosions.
Compressible cavities are modeled as follows: the effect of the interior gas flow on the surrounding fluid is neglected and the gas
is assumed ideal and evolving according to the polytropic law

(1)

being the polytropic index. and are the pressure and volume of the cavity at the time , respectively, and
and represent the corresponding reference values, for instance those at the initial time (i.e. when the cavity was formed).
The splitting of a cavity with pressure in smaller bubbles is modeled assuming that the new cavities will have the same
pressure as the cavity from where they are formed, that is

for (2)

with the generic cavity formed from the splitting. The volumes are evaluated from the actual geometry and together with
the pressures give the initial conditions for the newly born cavities, i.e. and , from which the latter evolve in time
according to law (1). The merging of cavities into a single cavity is modeled assuming that (i) the gas behaves still as ideal
and (ii) the heat transfer from the involved bubbles to the liquid is negligible. The resulting conservation law is enforced by (iii)
taking the volume of the new cavity as the sum of the volumes of the merging bubbles before their coalescence, that is

(3)

with and , respectively, the pressure and volume of the generic cavity involved in the merging process. Equation (3) gives
the pressure of the created cavity, once evaluated its volume from the actual geometry. and represent the initial
conditions for cavity , i.e. and , and allow its further evolution according to law (1).

The simplified model developed for the air-cushion phenomenon has been introduced inside a 2D field method based on
a Navier-Stokes (NS) solver. The latter uses a Projection scheme for the time integration and a finite difference scheme on
a staggered grid for the spatial discretization, both correct to the second order. Further it is combined with a Level-Set (LS)
technique to handle the deformation and breaking of the air-water interface (Colicchio et al. 2005). Within the solution algorithm,
the pressure inside compressible cavities is considered known and given by one of the laws (1)-(2)-(3). The problem for the
pressure and velocity fields involves the governing equation

(4)
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for the pressure , being the fluid density, the fluid velocity, the viscous and surface-tension contributions and the
used time step. Further is a HeaviSide function that goes from 1 inside the liquid to 0 in the gas and depends on the
signed distance from their interface. Equation (4) coincides with the Poisson equation in the liquid and becomes a Dirichlet
condition for the pressure inside a compressible cavity. The enforcement of this sharp change in the pressure conditions would
lead to numerical problems in terms of robustness and stability. The same is true for the jump of the velocity across a liquid-gas
interface caused by the approximation of zero flow within the gas cavity. To avoid such problems, the liquid velocity is extended
for one cell and half inside a compressible bubble. This is made assuming that the velocity remains constant when crossing
normally the interface. Further, in the numerical model, equation (4) is approximated as

(5)

with a smoothed Heavy-Side function that limits the effects of the unphysical divergence contributions in the vicinity of com-
pressible cavities and allows a gentle passage from a pressure equation to a pressure Dirichlet condition. Finally the coefficient

is used to improve the well-conditioning of the resulting algebric system matrix. Consistently with the Level-Set
technique, also is smoothed across the gas-liquid interface. In connection with merging and collapse processes, a fundamental
numerical challenge is the choice of the algorithm (i) for the search and affiliation of gas collocation points with the membership
cavity, and (ii) for the prediction of merging/collapse phenomena.

The capability of the resulting numerical method in handling the evolution of compressible adiabatic cavities has been
checked in Colicchio and Greco (2006) by studying the oscillations of an initially circular gas cavity surrounded by a ring
of inviscid liquid with a constant external pressure. The analytical solution for small oscillation amplitudes relative to the bubble
size was derived and the results for the oscillation period were compared with the one predicted numerically in steady-state
regime. The agreement was globally satisfactory.

Here the merging modeling is investigated analyzing the problem of two initially circular air cavities surrounded by liquid
inside a rectangular box 8 m long and 7 m high (see top-left sketch of figure 1). The cavities are subjected to the gravity
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Figure 1: Merging of two cavities. Top-left: initial conditions of the problem in terms of gas-liquid interface and velocity field
( everywhere). is the gravity acceleration. For each cavity, the initial pressure has been set equal to the liquid hydrostatic
pressure at the center of the cavity. From top-center to bottom-center: evolution of the gas-liquid interface. In each plot, the
dashed line is the interface incompressible solution obtained using the NS-LS solver by Colicchio et al. (2005). For clarity this
has been reported only in the left half-plane. Bottom-right: evolution of the pressure ( ) and area ( ) of the cavities. Grid size
used for the simulations: .

field, while viscous and surface-tension effects are assumed null. Inside each cavity the initial pressure is set equal to the water
hydrostatic pressure at the cavity center. This is the initial average bubble pressure predicted when solving the Poisson equation
for the incompressible air-water flow. Figure 1 gives the results as evolution of the gas-liquid interface and of the pressures and
areas of the cavities. Globally the two cavities start to rise due to the buoyancy and deform as a consequence of the density
difference between the two fluids and the compressibility of the air. As time goes on, their pressures tend to become similar
and then to diverge, with an oscillatory behavior. At this stage the two bubbles merge and after that evolve in the form of a
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single mushroom-shaped bubble. The starting pressure of such bubble is closer to the one inside the largest parent and remains
nearly constant in time. Before the merging some compressibility effects are indicated by weak oscillations of the cavities areas
( ), while later they appear more limited. These aspects are confirmed by the comparison with the incompressible air-water
interface results obtained using the NS-LS solver by Colicchio et al. (2005). The two solutions are globally close with largest
local differences at the initial stages (see figure 1).

The capability of describing the splitting phenomenon is checked by studying the academic problem sketched on the top-left
plot of figure 2, where an initially torus air cavity is immersed in a water squared box (side ) and is subjected to the action
of eight dipoles symmetrically placed along the and axes. Four of them are at the distance from the origin and the others
are at the distance , with strengths equal to and , respectively.
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Figure 2: Splitting of a torus cavity subjected to eight dipoles. Top-left: initial conditions of the problem in terms of gas-liquid
interface and velocity field. The inner and exterior radius of the initial cavity and its pressure are, respectively, ,
and . From top-center to bottom-center: evolution of the gas-liquid interface. In each plot, the dashed line represents the
interface incompressible solution obtained using the NS-LS solver by Colicchio et al. (2005). For clarity this has been reported
only in the left-bottom quarter. Bottom-right: evolution of the pressure ( ) and area ( ) of the developing cavities. For clarity,
only the cavities labeled in the evolution plots are considered, because the pressures/areas for the other bubbles follow the same
curves given. Grid size used for the simulations: .

To keep finite the fluid velocity, the dipoles do not contribute to the local speed in points closer than of the grid size
from them. The resulting initial velocity field is also shown in the plot. The fluid in this case is viscous but

free from gravity and surface tension actions. Figure 2 shows also the time evolution of the air-water interface. The flow caused
by the dipoles forces the initial cavity to split in four identical bubbles dividing further in time. The behavior of the pressure
inside the cavities and the evolution of their areas are given in the bottom-right plot of the figure. The area of the initial cavity
has a higher change rate than those of the progenies and reduces of about the before the splitting. However the involved
time interval is quite limited, so the effects of the initial compressibility in terms of air-water interface deformation become more
visible later in the evolution, as confirmed by the comparison with the corresponding incompressible results (see figure 2). To
check properly the goodness of the splitting algorithm, this problem has been solved forcing explicitly the symmetries of the
velocity and pressure fields. In this way the numerical errors arising when enforcing the symmetries of the examined initial flow
on a staggered Cartesian grid have been avoided. The implemented splitting algorithm proved to preserve such symmetries and
to correctly evaluate the formation of the new cavities.

The developed compressible solver has been applied to the water shipping problem given in figure 3. The case corresponds
to the 2D experiments by Greco et al. (2004) and is studied applying the field solver within the domain-decomposition strategy
described in Colicchio et al. (2006). Compressibility is modeled only inside entrapped cavities and when their size is greater
than two grid cells. Bubbles comparable to the grid size, as well as the rest of the air domain, are described as incompressible.
In this case viscous effects are considered (but the grid side used is not sufficient to handle the boundary layer along the ship
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deck) while the surface tension is not modeled. The incoming waves are generated through a numerical wavemaker moving with
the motion of the physical wavemaker measured during the model tests. The water-on-deck caused by their interaction with a
barged-shaped ship model starts in the form of a localized plunging hitting the deck. As a result an air cavity is entrapped. Left
plot of figure 3 shows a snapshot of the air-water interface after the entrapment and before the collapse in smaller bubbles. The
results refer, respectively, to the simulation made assuming everywhere the air incompressible as the water and to the simulations
performedmodeling the compressibility of the entrapped cavity in the case of model (draft m) and full (draft
m) scales.
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Figure 3: Water-on-deck problem. Left: snapshot of the air-water interface at time from the starting of the
wavemaker motion. Right: evolution of the pressure inside the entrapped cavities. The grid in the field solver sub-domain is

. is the ship draft, equal to m at model scale and m at full scale, respectively. Grid size
used in the NS-LS sub-domain: .

The bubble shapes for the three cases are similar but the full-scale cavity appears closer to the incompressible cavity than to
the one predicted at model scale. The full-scale cavity pressure is reported in the right of the same figure and oscillates around
the incompressible pressure curve, evaluated as the average pressure inside the cavity. The arrow in the plot shows the time of
the first splitting of the full-scale cavity in smaller bubbles (in the considered time interval two cavities are formed), the same
symbols as for the initial cavity are used also for the interior pressures of the created bubbles. The pressure at model scale also
oscillates but reaches smaller values than at full scale. Further for the considered time interval no splitting phenomenon occurs.
The horizontal dashed line in the right plot of figure 3 represents the maximum allowable pressure for the deck of a FPSO ship
and is overcome during the time evolution by the pressure inside the full-scale cavity.

A more detailed description of the solution algorithm and of the studies performed with it will be presented at the Workshop.

The present research activity is supported by the Centre for Ships and Ocean Structures (CeSOS), NTNU, Trondheim, within the
”Green Water Events and Related Structural Loads” project.
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�. Bow-wa�e height

A simple analytical expression for the height (above the mean free-surface plane) Zb of the
bow wave generated by a ship that advances at constant speed U in calm water is given in [ 1 ] .
This expression directly defines zb = Zb g/U

2, where g is the acceleration of gravity, in terms of
the ship speed U , draft D and waterline entrance angle 2αE as

zb =
Zb g

U2
≈ CZ

1+FD

tanαE
cosαE

with FD =
U√
gD

and CZ ≈ 2.2 (1)

This expression is based on elementary fundamental theoretical considerations (dimensional
analysis, and asymptotic behaviors in limits αE → 0 , D → 0 and D → ∞) and experimen-
tal data (to determine CZ ). The simple analytical expression (1) is in excellent agreement with
experimental measurements for wedge-shaped ship bows. Expression (1) is also in good agree-
ment with measurements for the Wigley hull and the Series 60 model, and similar ship-bow forms,
especially if the simple procedure given in [ 1 ] is used to define an effective draft D and an effec-
tive waterline entrance angle 2αE . Experimental measurements and theoretical predictions are
compared in Fig.1 , where the normalized bow-wave height (Zb g/U2) cosαE / tanαE is repre-
sented as a function of the draft-based Froude number FD = U/

√
gD . The left side of Fig.1

shows the experimental data, for nine ship hulls, considered in [ 1 ] and the right side of Fig.1
reports measurements performed at the École Centrale de Nantes for a rectangular flat plate towed
at speed U = 1.25 , 1.5 , 1.75 and 2m/s , draft D = 0.3m , incidence angle αE = 10◦, 15◦, 20◦

and flare angle γ = 0◦, 10◦, 15◦, 20◦ . The solid line in Fig.1 is the approximation (1) . Expression
(1) for a bow-wave height and the Bernoulli steady-flow constraint Zb g/U2≤ 1/2 are used in [ 2 ]
to obtain a simple analytical criterion that predicts when a ship bow wave is necessarily unsteady.
This criterion is in good agreement with experimental observations of bow waves generated by a
flat plate [ 2 ] .

�. Location of bow-wa�e crest

A simple analytical expression for the location of a ship bow-wave crest, defined as the distance
tb = Tb g/U

2 between a ship stem and bow-wave crest, is given in [ 1 ] . This expression, obtained
using fundamental theoretical considerations (dimensional analysis, limits D → 0 and D →∞)
and experimental data (to determine CX ), is

tb = tb(FD) = CX/(1+FD) with CX≈ 1.1 (2)

Experimental measurements and theoretical predictions are compared in Fig.2 . The left side of
Fig.2 shows the experimental data, for five ship hulls, considered in [ 1 ] and the right side of Fig.2
reports measurements performed at the École Centrale de Nantes for a flat plate towed at speed U ,
draft D, incidence angle αE and flare angle γ . The solid line in Fig.2 is the approximation (2) .
The flat-plate data lie mostly below the theoretical line (2) .

An alternative, fully analytical, simple expression for tb , obtained in [ 2 ] using an elementary
Lagrangian analysis of the motion of a fluid particle that passes through a ship stem, is

tb = tb(zb) =


2 zb (1− 2 zb) (3)

This expression presumes zb ≤ 1/2 , i.e. a steady bow wave [ 2 ] . The experimental measurements
already considered in Fig.2 are compared to the analytical expression (3) in Fig.3 . Although




